Abnormal EEG patterns in treatment-resistant schizophrenic patients.
This study was conducted in order to compare the EEG patterns of schizophrenics who do not respond to typical neuroleptics with those who do respond under typical neuroleptic medication and a group of controls. Absolute (AP) and relative power (RP), and inter- and intrahemispheric correlations were calculated. Nonresistant schizophrenics showed lower delta RP, higher alpha 1 AP and RP and higher correlation between prefrontal areas than the resistant ones and controls. Resistant schizophrenics showed lower alpha 2 RP, lower beta 1 and beta 2 in temporal but higher beta 2 AP and RP in occipital derivations, and higher intrahemispheric correlation between Fp2 and F4 and lower between F8 and T4 than the nonresistant and controls. The resistants also showed a higher antero-posterior beta 1 and beta 2 index than the controls. We concluded that the EEG pattern showed by the nonresistants may be associated with their good neuroleptic response that was not present in the resistant schizophrenics.